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Normal aging impairs the representation and integration (binding) of spatial and temporal context in
episodic memory. We directly compare age differences in episodic memory in relation to processing
spatial and temporal context. As part of the COGITO study, 101 younger and 103 older participants
trained an object-location serial recall task for 100 sessions. Training exacerbated the recall deficit of
older relative to younger adults. Younger adults improved in recall performance on both spatial and
temporal dimensions. In contrast, older adults improved on the spatial dimension only. Individual
differences in pretest performance and change were positively correlated across dimensions among
younger adults but negatively related among older adults. We conclude that older adults are impaired at
simultaneously processing spatial and temporal context and preferentially process spatial at the expense
of temporal context.
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(Spencer & Raz, 1994, 1995). However, several findings challenge
such a general conclusion and ask for detailed analysis of the
characteristics of context, including how it relates to content
(Spencer & Raz, 1995). For example, Chalfonte and Johnson
(1996) segmented complex memories into memory for features
(e.g., item identity, spatial, and color context) and memory for
associations (i.e., binding) between features. When assessing these
single features in separation, the authors found age-related differences in memory for location but not in memory for identity or
color. Thus, age-related differences in source memory depend on
the characteristics of the feature dimension. In addition, Chalfonte
and Johnson (1996) also observed that feature binding is particularly impaired in older adults (see also Bayen, Phelps, & Spaniol,
2000; Mitchell, Johnson, Raye, Mather, & D’Esposito, 2000;
Naveh-Benjamin, 2000; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2009; Shing et al.,
2010; Shing, Werkle-Bergner, Li, & Lindenberger, 2008).
Spatial and temporal coordinates are the most prominent aspects
of context (e.g., Brown & McCormack, 2006; Gallistel, 1990;
Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Tulving, 1983; Xu & Chun,
2009). In a seminal article, Hasher and Zacks (1979) argued that
age-related differences in memory for both spatial and temporalorder information were minor because such information is processed automatically. In fact, several attempts to demonstrate
age-related decrements in spatial location memory have failed
(Meulenbroek et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2000; Olson et al., 2004;
Parkin, Walter, & Hunkin, 1995; Vakil & Tweedy, 1994). At the
same time, other studies have observed age-related deficits in
spatial location processing (Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996; Cherry &

Episodic memories include information about the content of an
event, such as the name of a person, and context, such as where
and when this person has been met (Johnson, Hashtroudi, &
Lindsay, 1993; Light, 1991; Tulving, 1983). Cross-sectional
(Cansino, 2009; Nilsson et al., 1997; Salthouse, 1998) and longitudinal (de Frias, Lövdén, Lindenberger, & Nilsson, 2007; Rönnlund, Nyberg, Bäckman, & Nilsson, 2005) research has shown that
episodic memory performance declines with adult age. In general,
older individuals have particular difficulties in recollecting contextual information, whereas memory for content is less affected
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Park, 1993; Kessels, Hobbel, & Postma, 2007; Naveh-Benjamin,
1987, 1988; Perlmutter, Metzger, Nezworski, & Miller, 1981;
Puglisi, Park, Smith, & Hill, 1985). These age-related differences
appear to be further amplified when binding demands are present
(e.g., Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996; Mitchell et al., 2000; Kessels et
al., 2007; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008).
Research on age differences in temporal-order memory has been
less equivocal than research on age differences in location memory. With the exception of a few studies (Perlmutter et al., 1981;
Vakil, Weise, & Enbar, 1997), temporal-order memory has been
found to deteriorate with advancing age. Age-related differences
have been observed in recency judgment tasks (Fabiani & Friedman, 1997; Parkin et al., 1995), quarter of the list judgments tasks
(Vakil & Tweedy, 1994), list learning tasks (Naveh-Benjamin,
1990; Vakil et al., 1997), as well as serial (Golomb, Peelle, Addis,
Kahana, & Wingfield, 2008; Kessels et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010)
and free (Golomb et al., 2008; Kahana, Howard, Zaromb, &
Wingfield, 2002) recall tasks. Note, however, that these tasks, in
contrast to the typical measures of location memory, require the
binding of information between an item and its serial position.
These binding demands may aggravate age differences in performance.
Going beyond measures of mean accuracy, serial position
curves have been a useful tool for analyzing temporal-order memory (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008; Richardson, 2007). These
curves typically show higher recall performance at early and late
list positions, with lower recall performance at intermediate list
positions. Notably, age-related differences in recall performance
are most pronounced at these intermediate parts of the serial
position curve (Golomb et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010; Maylor,
Vousden, & Brown, 1999; Naveh-Benjamin, Cowan, Kilb, &
Chen, 2007), which has been attributed to an age-related decline in
the ability to represent temporal order. According to theoretical
concepts of the representation of temporal order, which assume a
central role for the association between item information and a
continually changing temporal context (Howard, Kahana, & Wingfield, 2006; Kahana et al., 2002; but see Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2008, for a discussion of alternative accounts), these
age-related differences may be another expression of the associative deficit in the old (Golomb et al., 2008). Because serial position
curves are more sensitive to the representations of temporal order
than to representations of other stimulus dimensions (e.g., spatial
location; van Asselen, Van der Lubbe, & Postma, 2006), we may
predict a stronger effect of serial position on the retrieval of
temporal order information than on retrieval of other stimulus
dimensions, which then should be stronger in the older than in the
younger group. Note that the temporal organization of list items we
are referring to here is defined in terms of the interrelation of
discrete events rather than pointers on a continuous representation
of time (cf. Lewandowsky, Brown, Wright, & Nimmo, 2006;
Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2008).
Few studies have directly compared age differences in temporal
and spatial memory, and even fewer studies have analyzed the
interactions between the processing of these types of context.
Kessels and colleagues (2007) contrasted temporal binding and
spatial binding using serial reconstruction and spatial recall paradigms. Age-related differences in performance were of similar
magnitude for both sources, indicating a general decrease in temporal and spatial source memory with advancing age. However,

behavioral (Hälbig, Mecklinger, Schriefers, & Friederici, 1998;
Dutta & Nairne, 1993; Parkin et al., 1995; van Asselen et al.,
2006), neuroimaging (Duarte, Henson, Knight, Emery, & Graham,
2010; Ekstrom, Copara, Isham, Wang, & Yonelinas, 2011), electroencephalographic (EEG; Hsieh, Ekstrom, & Ranganath, 2011),
and lesion (Kopelman, Stanhope, & Kingsley, 1997) studies suggest that spatial and temporal order context is processed independently to some degree. Specifically, temporal retrieval tasks may
be more dependent of the prefrontal cortex than spatial retrieval
tasks. Performance deficits in older relative to younger adults tend
to be particularly pronounced in tasks that critically depend on the
frontal lobes (Braver et al., 2001; Craik, Luo, & Sakuta, 2010;
Lindenberger, Burzynska, & Nagel, in press; West, 1996), further
motivating inquiries into the relative magnitude of age differences
in spatial and temporal source memory. In addition, the interaction
between the two types of processing is poorly understood. Given
that temporal and spatial coordinates define events that, in turn,
form the basis of episodic memories, content may be encoded in
relation to both, either one, or none of these two context dimensions, and the relative proportion of these alternative options may
vary between individuals and situations, and may change with age.
For example, it has been shown that individuals can focus on the
temporal while ignoring the spatial dimension and vice versa
(Dutta & Nairne, 1993; van Asselen et al., 2006), and that focusing
on both dimensions simultaneously can have detrimental effects on
performance (Dutta & Nairne, 1993).
Cognitive aging researchers also take interest in improving
episodic memory performance through training (for reviews, see
Hertzog, Kramer, Wilson, & Lindenberger, 2009; Lövdén, Bäckman, Lindenberger, Schaefer, & Schmiedek, 2010; Noack, Lövdén, Schmiedek, & Lindenberger, 2009). Kliegl, Smith, and Baltes
(1989; Baltes & Kliegl, 1992) tested younger and older participants at pretest, after mnemonic strategy instruction, and after
additional extensive practice. Although both age groups gained
substantially from training, age-related differences at pretest were
magnified after training, indicating age-related differences in training gains. Several more recent age-comparative intervention studies using strategy instruction (Brehmer, Li, Müller, von Oertzen, &
Lindenberger, 2007; Shing et al., 2008) or process-oriented extensive training (Schmiedek, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2010) have
confirmed these findings. However, the extent to which agerelated differences in training gains are different for memory of
temporal and spatial context remains unknown. Moreover, individual and age group differences in the associations between
improvements in the two dimensions, which are both key components of measures of complex episodic memory performance, have
not been studied thus far. Such differences may be expected based
on findings that focusing on both dimensions simultaneously can
have detrimental effects on performance (Dutta & Nairne, 1993).
Finally, we note that spatial and temporal context memory
performance is typically evaluated with strict coding rules (i.e.,
responses are considered correct if the original value is reproduced
and wrong if otherwise). This procedure implicitly builds on the
assumption of all-or-none representations, where items are either
encoded correctly with the correct item coordinates or not at all.
That is, errors are regarded as random. However, it seems more
realistic to conceive of representations of time and space as probability distributions. For example, spatial positions may have a
certain probability value assigned to it, such that several neigh-
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boring sites are plausible for a particular object (Noack, Lövdén, &
Lindenberger, 2012). This assumption has its antecedents in the
concept of discriminal distributions (cf. Thurstone, 1927), in signal
detection theory (e.g., Wickens, 2002; see also Sanborn, Griffiths,
& Shiffrin, 2010), and— on a more abstract level—in the discussion of partial source memory (Dodson, Holland, & Shimamura,
1998; Johnson et al., 1993; Simons, Dodson, Bell, & Schacter,
2004; Slotnick & Dodson, 2005). Adopting this view, errors may
be informative about the precision of the underlying representations and provide more information about age differences in episodic memory. Note, however, that the idea of partial source
memory does not exclude the possibility that items and its coordinates may be forgotten.
In summary, episodic memories are defined in terms of various
context dimensions, such as temporal and spatial coordinates of
any specific event. Completely correct encoding and retrieval
requires binding between these strands of information. Relative
age differences in memory performance for spatial and temporal
context dimensions have rarely been studied and directly compared, and individual differences in the interactions between these
two dimensions of episodic memory have largely been ignored.
This study seeks to fill these gaps by investigating age-related
differences in episodic memory performance in a task that requires
integration of object, temporal order, and spatial location information (see Figure 1). We determine overall accuracy, the accuracy of
binding locations to objects, and the accuracy of binding temporal
order to objects, and study the magnitude of age-related differences in these components of episodic memory. Data originated
from COGITO (Schmiedek, Lövdén, et al., 2010), a large-scale
intervention study comprising the assessment of 103 older and 101
younger participants over more than 100 sessions of training. The
relatively large sample of this study allowed us to investigate
whether performance on the spatial and temporal aspects of the
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task is differentially correlated in younger and older adults. Furthermore, the extensive practice period of the study made it possible to study age differences in practice-related improvements in
temporal and spatial accuracy, as well as the associations between
individual differences in practice-related improvements on these
two dimensions. Based on the literature reviewed here, we expected to see age-related differences on all dependent measures at
pretest and at posttest. As the literature is ambiguous with respect
to the effects of aging on temporal and spatial information processing, however, we studied this issue exploratorily. Finally, we
studied erroneous responses and contrasted them with the expected
pattern of errors based on a random guessing model to investigate
whether memory representations are better thought of in terms of
probability distributions. The latter analyses also provided information about the precision of the underlying representations as a
function of age and practice. As noted, we expected to see less
precise representations in the elderly.

Methods
The COGITO study (Schmiedek, Bauer, Lövdén, Brose, &
Lindenberger, 2010; Schmiedek, Lövdén, et al., 2010) was conducted at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in
Berlin, Germany. In the main study, 103 older and 101 younger
participants were tested on cognitive tasks during more than 100
daily sessions. The daily cognitive battery consisted of 12 different
tasks tapping into different cognitive abilities (working memory,
episodic memory, and perceptual speed) in different content domains (verbal, spatial–figural, and numerical). The present work
focuses on age-related differences at baseline and in practicerelated changes in object-position memory, a task that we classified as assessing episodic memory in the spatial–figural domain.
For a description of the other tasks, see Schmiedek, Bauer, et al.
(2010).

Participants
One hundred one younger (51.5% women; age ⫽ 20 to 31 years)
and 103 older (49.5% women, age ⫽ 65 to 80 years) adults
participated in the entire study (see Table 1 for sample description). Seven younger adults and 10 older adults withdrew from the
study during pretest. Attrition during the training period was low
(19 younger adults and 5 older adults). Participants were paid
between 1,450 and 1,950 euros for their participation, depending
on the number and pace of completed sessions during the training
period of the study. As described in more detail in Schmiedek,
Lövdén, et al. (2010), the sample was similar to samples of healthy
younger and older adults in research on cognitive aging.

Object-Position Memory Task

Figure 1. Example of stimulus display at test. Participants selected objects with mouse clicks and placed it at the corresponding position using
the mouse pointer and clicking on to the respective cell. Selected objects
disappeared from the list at the bottom. At study, objects were presented
one-by-one at different locations. Only one object was visible at a time and
no list of objects was presented at the bottom.

Twelve colored photographs of real-world objects were presented sequentially at different locations in a 6 ⫻ 6 cell grid (see
Figure 1). Items were presented in immediate succession for 1,000,
2,000, 4,000, or 8,000 ms. The retrieval phase began 1 s after the
presentation sequence had ended. All 12 presented objects appeared simultaneously in random order below the empty grid.
Participants were instructed to select the objects in the right order
and place them at the corresponding positions using the computer
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Table 1
Sample Means (SDs)

Age (years)
Years of education
WAIS Digit-Symbol
Spot-a-Word Test
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Note.

Younger

Older

25.6 (2.7)
16.1 (3.2)
60.3 (9.5)
0.66 (0.1)

71.3 (4.1)
13.6 (3.6)
43.6 (9.0)
0.81 (0.1)

WAIS ⫽ Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.

mouse. Each response was confirmed by selection of another
object from the list. After having selected a new object, the former
item disappeared from the grid and from the list, and corrections
were no longer possible.

Procedure
The study was designed as a pretest–posttest intervention study.
At pretest and posttest, all participants completed a total of 10
sessions of 2 to 2.5 hr each, comprised of a comprehensive battery
of computerized and paper–pencil cognitive tests. Twenty-four
trials of the object-position memory were included in the pretest–
posttest battery. During the training period, participants completed
101 training sessions (younger adults: M ⫽ 100.8, SD ⫽ 2.6,
range ⫽ 87 to 109; older adults: M ⫽ 101.0, SD ⫽ 2.7, range ⫽
90 to 106) over an average period of 197 and 188 days for younger
and older adults, respectively. Testing and training took place in
lab rooms in groups of no more than 6 participants.
All participants practiced the object position task in 12 warm-up
trials, with three trials at each of the four presentation times, which
were always given in decreasing order. During pretest and posttest,
24 trials of the object-position memory task were administered in
blocks of three trials with the same presentation time. The order of
presentation times— 8,000, 4,000, 2,000, 1,000, 1,000, 2,000,
4,000, 8,000 ms—was constant across measurement time points
and individuals. Two trials of the object-position memory task
were presented at each training session. Different from pre- and
posttest, presentation times were assigned individually based on
pretest performance. Individual demand levels were kept constant
over the entire training period. Calibration of presentation times
served to create optimal levels of demand in all participants and to
avoid excessive demands as well as boredom (see Schmiedek,
Bauer, et al., 2010, for details).

Data Analysis
Scoring of correct responses. Three measures of accuracy
were established: overall, temporal, and spatial accuracy. For
overall accuracy, a given response was assigned a value of 1 on
overall accuracy when the correct object was chosen at the correct
serial position and placed at the correct spatial location in the grid,
and assigned a value of 0 otherwise. Similarly, we scored spatial
and temporal accuracy as 1 when the respective characteristic of
the item was correctly reproduced, irrespective of the other dimension. Accordingly, spatial and temporal accuracies were scored 0
when an object was placed in the wrong cell or chosen at the
wrong time, respectively.1 To analyze how well accuracy measures in both context dimensions overlapped to form overall ac-

curacy, we determined the proportion of overall accurate trials
over trials where at least one dimension was correctly recalled.
Scoring and analysis of spatial errors. First, spatial error
magnitude was determined for each erroneous response by taking
the Euclidean distance between response location and original
location of a selected object. Next, we constructed a reference data
set of expected random distances for each erroneous response. This
was done because the maximal and expected random distances
depend on the original object location and the distribution of
original object locations may differ between individuals as well as
between time points. Observed and simulated error distances can
then be compared by graphical means and the differences between
both measures can be used as corrected measures of error distance.
Expected random displacements equaled the mean distance between the original location and every other spatial location in the
grid. Inspection of the spatial distributions of erroneous responses,
however, revealed that participants tended to not select the corners
of the 6 ⫻ 6 grid. Thus, determining expected random displacement based on all possible locations might have produced values
that were too high. We, therefore, constructed another data set
based on the strong assumption that participants strategically chose
one of the nine innermost grid cells whenever spatial information
was not available. Note that this strategy strongly reduced expected random displacement and may therefore be considered a
conservative test, giving information on the lower bound of the
expected random displacement.
Scoring and analysis of temporal errors. First, we determined the magnitude of temporal error for each erroneous response by taking the absolute distance between the original and the
response serial position of a selected item. The expected temporal
distance depends on the original serial position as well as the
number and serial position of other correctly recalled items. For
example, the temporal distance of an item that had been presented
at serial position five, may take values of no more than 7, whereas
an item that had been presented at serial position 12 may take
values of no more than 11. If all but the 11th and 12th item were
recalled correctly in the latter case, however, temporal distance
may take values of no more than one. We constructed a data set of
expected temporal distances because the distribution of these aspects likely differed between individuals and time points.
Expected temporal distance was determined for each response
separately, taking the serial position and the set of available
alternative serial positions within the corresponding trial into account.
Analysis of group differences and changes. We analyzed the
effects of age and session on overall, temporal, and spatial accuracy using linear mixed effects models (lmer of package lme4,
Bates & Maechler, 2010, in R, R Development Core Team, 2010)
with heterogeneous variance– covariance structures, both within
1
It has been suggested in the literature (Maylor, Vousden, & Brown,
1999) that older participants may be disadvantaged by strict scoring rules
in temporal order memory, because they are more likely to commit omissions early in the sequence. To address this point, we determined Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the original and the response
item sequence. This measure assesses relative ordering in the sequence and
is therefore less sensitive to early errors. Correlations between strict temporal accuracy and Fisher’s Z transformed Spearman’s rho were high, r ⬎
.89, and analyses of mean differences were similar for both measures.
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and between age groups. To investigate mean-level differences
between the two context dimensions and their differences over age
groups and measurement occasions, we further tested a model
comprising context dimension as a factor and spatial and temporal
accuracy data as dependent measure. We corrected spatial and
temporal accuracy for guessing rates (spatial ⫽ 1/36; temporal ⫽
1/12) to warrant comparability. Significance of effects was addressed using model comparisons according to Type III sums of
squares, where reduced models (with single term deletion) are
contrasted against the full model. Consequently, main effects
reflect the average effect of a factor in the presence of the main
effects of and interactions with all other factors. Mean differences
in serial positions curves were analyzed on the basis of aggregated
data. Curves were split into three parts: primacy— containing
serial positions 1 to 3; intermediate— containing serial positions 4
to 11; and recency— containing serial position 12. Choice of these
grouping boundaries was based on visual inspection of serial
position curves. We constructed two orthogonal dummy variables
to evaluate differences between the three parts. The first variable,
primacy, contrasted the primacy part with the mean of intermediate
and recency parts; the second variable, recency, contrasted the
intermediate with the recency part. Magnitude of these two contrasts was determined directly by the beta weights obtained from
the model fits. Significance was evaluated with t values. In large
samples, t distributions are approximately Gaussian, such that
absolute t values ⬎ 2.4 indicate a Type I error probability of p ⬍
.01, which we took as the alpha level for significance in our post
hoc tests and single predictor evaluations. The alpha level for
model comparisons was set to p ⬍ .05. Effect sizes, d, of practicerelated improvements were calculated within each age group separately using the mean post-pretest differences normalized with the
standard deviation at pretest.2
Analysis of individual differences within and across measurement occasions. Individual differences in, and associations
between, temporal and spatial accuracy measures at baseline and in
practice-related change were analyzed using latent difference score
models (see Figure 2; McArdle & Nesselroade, 1994), a variant of
structural equation modeling (Kline, 1998). In these models, latent
pretest, change, and posttest factors were constructed on the basis
of observed indicators, which, in our case, were obtained from
odd– even splits of the trials at pretest and posttest. To better
interpret differences at the latent level, metric invariance (constant
factor loadings and intercepts) over time and groups is desirable
(Meredith, 1964). In the context of measurement of change, this
implies that the latent factors must not change with respect to their
relation to the indicators. If metric invariance can be shown, latent
variables can be interpreted as an expression of the true value of
the indicators, free of measurement error (Meredith, 1964; see also
McArdle & Prindle, 2008). This feature is particularly helpful in
the present study, as we are interested in the correlation between
the gain scores for the temporal and spatial dimension. We tested
for strong metric invariance on the spatial and temporal dimension
separately, contrasting nested models with increasing constraints.
The resulting metrically invariant models (with constant intercepts
and factor loadings over time and groups as well as constant
residual variances over time) showed reasonable model fit on the
spatial, 2(12) ⫽ 13, RMSEA ⫽ .03, 90% CI [.00, .11], CFI ⫽
1.00, and the temporal, 2(12) ⫽ 20, RMSEA ⫽ .08, 90% CI [.00,
.09], CFI ⫽ 0.99, dimension. Having this measurement model
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established, we estimated a bivariate latent difference score model,
including covariances between the two dimensions (crossed),
within each dimension over time (lagged), and between the two
dimensions over time (cross-lagged). We analyzed group differences on each of these parameters by contrasting group homogenous against group heterogeneous models using likelihood ratio
tests. Note that we tested homogeneity of correlations rather than
covariances. Standardized parameter estimates are given with their
corresponding 90% confidence intervals.

Results
Group Differences and Changes
For overall accuracy (see Table 2 for descriptive measures;
Figure 3), we detected significant main effects of age, 2(1) ⫽
107.47, p ⬍ .05, and session, 2(1) ⫽ 93.35, p ⬍ .05. Younger
participants, d ⫽ 0.80, gained more in accuracy over time than
older, d ⫽ 0.59, participants, 2(1) ⫽ 20.26, p ⬍ .05. The increase
in performance was significant for both groups, t(100) ⫽ 8.05, p ⬍
.05, for younger, and t(102) ⫽ 5.44, p ⬍ .05, for older adults.
Next, we looked at the effects of spatial and temporal context in
a linear model contrasting age, context dimension, and measurement time point. This model revealed a domain-general disadvantage in the old, 2(1) ⫽ 110.00, p ⬍ .05, but no reliable difference
between temporal and spatial accuracy (see Table 2), 2(1) ⬍ 1. A
strong interaction between age group and context, 2(1) ⫽ 95.25,
p ⬍ .05, however, asked for more detailed follow-up analyses.
First, we split the data set with respect to the context dimension,
and analyzed the effect of age on temporal and spatial accuracy
separately. Age differences were reliable on both dimensions (temporal: 2[1] ⫽ 95.25, p ⬍ .05; spatial: 2[1] ⫽ 25.58, p ⬍ .05).
Second, we split the data set with respect to age group and
analyzed the effects of context dimension on younger and older
performance separately. We found reliable context effects in both
age groups (younger: 2[1] ⫽ 34.55, p ⬍ .05; old: 2[1] ⫽ 49.51,
p ⬍ .05). Importantly, however, differences between spatial and
temporal context pointed in opposite directions in the two age
groups (see Figure 3), such that younger adults performed better on
the temporal than on the spatial dimension, whereas older participants performed better on the spatial than on the temporal dimension. Taken together, this pattern of results implies that age-related
differences were larger on the temporal than on the spatial dimension.
At a general level, training had a beneficial impact on accuracy,
2(1) ⫽ 73.86, p ⬍ .05. The magnitude of training gains varied,
however, with age group, 2(1) ⫽ 4.67, p ⬍ .05, context dimension, 2(1) ⫽ 9.70, p ⬍ .05, and the interaction of the two, 2(1) ⫽
5.96, p ⬍ .05. We looked again at the two age groups separately
to locate the sources of these interactions. First, younger participants, 2(1) ⫽ 21.08, p ⬍ .05, and older participants, 2(1) ⫽
2
Note that effect sizes for overall accuracy reported here differ from the
effect sizes reported in Schmiedek, Bauer, et al. (2010). Differences are
due to different procedures in data aggregation. Schmiedek et al. integrated
mean spatial accuracy and a measure of temporal accuracy (Kendall’s ) at
the level of trials but here we determined overall accuracy at the level of
single items (see Methods). Otherwise, calculation of effect sizes was
identical with the procedures described by Schmiedek et al.
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Figure 2. Bivariate latent change score model with common factors for spatial and temporal accuracy. The
model is shown for one group only. Differences between the two groups are reflected in the path coefficients
with coefficients of the younger group first and coefficients for the older group second. Only one path coefficient
is shown on paths that did not differ between age groups. Note that standardized path coefficients are given for
crossed, lagged, and cross-lagged correlations (bold face) and unstandardized path-coefficients are given for all
other paths.

15.88, p ⬍ .05, improved on a domain-general level. However,
although this improvement was true on each context dimension in
the younger, (2[1] ⬍ 1; spatial: d ⫽ 0.72, t[100] ⫽ ⫺7.80, p ⬍
.05; temporal: d ⫽ 0.46, t[100] ⫽ ⫺5.18, p ⬍ .05), training gains
differed between context dimensions in the old, 2(1) ⫽ 13.83,
p ⬍ .05. Follow-up comparisons revealed a reliable improvement
on the spatial dimension, d ⫽ 0.98, t(102) ⫽ ⫺10.80, p ⬍ .05, but
no improvement on the temporal dimension, d ⫽ 0.09; |t(102)| ⬍
1. In sum, older participants gained less than younger participants,
both groups gained less on the temporal than on the spatial dimension, and, finally, younger participants gained on both dimensions,

whereas improvement was restricted to the spatial dimension in the
old.
To analyze how well accuracy measures in both context dimensions overlapped to form overall accuracy, we estimated an Age
Group ⫻ Session model on the proportion of overall accurate trials
within the set of trials where at least one dimension was remembered correctly. Age groups differed on this measure, 2(1) ⫽
96.85, p ⬍ .05, performance increased with training, 2(1) ⫽
36.82, p ⬍ .05, and performance increased more for the younger
than for the old, 2(1) ⫽ 11.99; p ⬍ .05. That is, in addition to
lower memory on each separate dimension of the task, older

Table 2
Mean Accuracies (SDs)
Younger adults

Older adults

Time

Serial position

Overall

Spatial

Temporal

Overall

Spatial

Temporal

Pretest

Early
Intermediate
Late
Total
Early
Intermediate
Late
Total

0.52 (0.21)
0.24 (0.17)
0.24 (0.19)
0.31 (0.17)
0.58 (0.25)
0.41 (0.26)
0.39 (0.28)
0.45 (0.25)

0.53 (0.19)
0.35 (0.17)
0.35 (0.20)
0.39 (0.17)
0.59 (0.22)
0.49 (0.23)
0.50 (0.25)
0.52 (0.22)

0.77 (0.20)
0.43 (0.26)
0.47 (0.29)
0.51 (0.23)
0.79 (0.33)
0.57 (0.14)
0.58 (0.26)
0.62 (0.26)

0.33 (0.20)
0.06 (0.06)
0.09 (0.13)
0.13 (0.08)
0.41 (0.24)
0.10 (0.11)
0.11 (0.17)
0.18 (0.13)

0.41 (0.16)
0.24 (0.14)
0.31 (0.22)
0.29 (0.13)
0.53 (0.16)
0.37 (0.16)
0.47 (0.21)
0.41 (0.15)

0.58 (0.22)
0.11 (0.29)
0.19 (0.29)
0.23 (0.17)
0.55 (0.34)
0.14 (0.19)
0.18 (0.27)
0.24 (0.21)

Posttest
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Figure 3. Mean group differences for (A) overall accuracy, i.e., correct object selected and placed at the
correct spatial location; (B) spatial accuracy, i.e., object placed at original position; (C) temporal accuracy,
i.e., object select at the correct serial position; (D) binding, i.e., proportion of number of trials with correct
combination of serial position, object, and spatial location and number of trials of any correct response.
Error bars represent ⫾1 standard error of the mean.

individuals showed less overlap in performance between the two
dimensions and gained less from training in the overlap than
younger adults.

Individual Differences Within and Across
Measurement Occasions
The estimated bivariate latent change score factor model is
depicted in Figure 2. We started with an invariant measurement
model (see Methods for details) and an age-heterogeneous structure model, where lagged, crossed, and cross-lagged covariances
were all free to vary across groups. This model fitted the data
reasonably, 2(48) ⫽ 91, RMSEA ⫽ .09, 90% CI [.06, .12], CFI ⫽
.98. To test for age differences in the relation between temporal
and spatial dimension at pretest and in change, we constrained the
correlations between the latent pretest scores and the latent change
scores to be equal over age groups. Both constraints led to considerable decrements in model fit (pretest: d2[1] ⫽ 19; change:
d2[1] ⫽ 17), indicating that correlations between latent pretest
scores and correlations between latent change scores differed

across age groups (see Figure 2). Notably, these correlations did
not just differ in magnitude but differed in sign. That is, whereas
younger participants showed a positive relationship between temporal and spatial accuracy at pretest, r ⫽ .41, 90% CI [.27, .55],
older people showed a low but reliably negative relationship, r ⫽
⫺.19, 90% CI [⫺.34, ⫺.03]. The pattern was similar at the level
of latent difference scores: Older participants showed a negative
relationship between the temporal and the spatial dimension, r ⫽
–.38, 90% CI ⫽ [⫺.53, ⫺.24], whereas younger participants
showed a trend in the positive direction, r ⫽ .16, 90% CI ⫽ [.01,
.33].
To see how the change scores related to the initial levels, we
also looked at the lagged (i.e., between pretest and change within
one dimension) and cross-lagged (i.e., between pretest and change
across dimensions) correlations. Again, we tested for age differences forcing the correlations to be equal across groups. Although
lagged correlations did not differ between age groups, d2(2) ⫽ 3,
cross-lagged correlations were significantly stronger in the old
than in the young, d2(2) ⫽ 8. The resulting model with age
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homogeneous lagged and age heterogeneous crossed and crosslagged correlations still showed acceptable fit, 2(50) ⫽ 94,
RMSEA ⫽ .09, 90% CI ⫽ [.06, .12], CFI ⫽ .98. Interestingly,
parameter estimates revealed that change was negatively related to
initial levels of the same dimension but mainly positively related to
the initial levels of the other dimension (see Figure 2).
To graphically display this multivariate pattern of associations,
we plotted pretest and posttest performance on the two dimensions
as a two-dimensional vector field in Panel A of Figure 4. In this
figure, points on the diagonal line denote individuals with equal
performance on the spatial and temporal dimensions, points above
the diagonal represent individuals with superior performance on
the spatial dimension, and points below the diagonal represent
individuals with superior performance on the temporal dimension.
Points of pretest and posttest performance are connected by arrowheaded lines (vectors of change), which are characterized by
amplitude (length of arrow) and direction (direction of arrow). The
interplay between the two dimensions is best understood by focusing on the directions of change.
The change vectors of many younger participants point to the
upper right corner of the plane. This suggests an effect of training
on both the temporal and spatial dimension of the task. However,
for the participants that are performing highly on either of the
dimensions at pretest, improvements are restricted to the other
dimension. This pattern is likely to explain the relatively low
correlation between the difference scores, the positive correlation
between pretest performance in one dimension and change in the
other dimension, and the negative correlation between pretest
performance and change on the temporal dimension.
In the older participants, however, Figure 4 reveals a more
diverse pattern of change. In a kernel-density plot, which summarizes the directional frequency distribution of the change vectors,
we found wider distributions for the old relative to the young (see
Panel B in Figure 4). Whereas the distribution of younger participants is primarily located in the upper right quadrant, indicating
increases on both dimensions, older people show an additional
mode in the upper left quadrant. These directions indicate
dimension-specific improvements or even trade-off with loss on
the temporal and gain on the spatial dimension. This pattern is

Figure 4. Change of temporal and spatial accuracy. (A) Vector field
representing change on temporal and spatial dimension. Diagonal represents equal performance levels on both dimensions. (B) Kernel density
(bw ⫽ 20) plot of directions of change.

consistent with the negative cross-lagged changes reported previously. Given the negative correlation between the dimensions at
pretest, this shift toward spatial accuracy among the older adults
also accounts for the negative correlations between pretest performance and change within one dimension and the positive correlations between pretest performance and change across dimensions.
At the same time, the overlap in the directional density distributions of younger and older participants indicates that a dichotomous distinction between younger and older participants does not
adequately describe the present results.

Effects of Serial Position
The analysis of serial position effects (see Figure 5) was based
on the assumptions that (a) the ability to retain temporal order
information should be reflected particularly in the curvature of the
serial position curve for temporal accuracy, and (b) older participants, who have deficits representing item contiguity, should show
a stronger curvature on the temporal relative to the spatial dimension. We tested these predictions in a model including the factors
of age, context dimension, and serial position, with accuracy as the
dependent measure. First, we obtained a strong main effect of
serial position, 2(2) ⫽ 858.62, p ⬍ .05, which was further
modulated by context dimension, 2(2) ⫽ 317.65, p ⬍ .05. In
agreement with our first assumption, the primacy effect, that is, the
difference between early (1 to 3) and the mean of intermediate (4
to 11) and late (12) list positions, was stronger on the temporal
than on the spatial dimension, ␤primacy ⫻ dimension ⫽ 0.035; t ⫽
17.82. Recency effects, that is, the difference between the intermediate and the latest list position, did not differ between context
dimensions, |t| ⬍ 1. Separate analyses for spatial and temporal
dimension revealed that serial position had a reliable impact on
temporal accuracy, 2(2) ⫽ 44.81, p ⬍ .05, and on spatial accuracy, 2(2) ⫽ 372.27, p ⬍ .05, suggesting that representations of
both spatial and temporal information varied by serial position. In
agreement with our second assumption, we found a reliable interaction of age and serial position, 2(2) ⫽ 56.57, p ⬍ .05, which
was further modulated by context dimension, 2(2) ⫽ 49.21, p ⬍
.05, such that older participants showed a particularly large primacy effect on the temporal dimension, ␤primacy ⫻ dimension ⫻ age ⫽
0.012, t ⫽ 6.67. The triple interaction of age, context dimension,
and recency effect was not reliable, ␤recency ⫻ dimension ⫻ age ⫽
0.006, t ⫽ 2.00. Generally, then, our results confirmed our hypotheses, showing that serial position curves are particularly sensitive to the representation of temporal order, and suggesting that
the ability to retain temporal order (i.e., contiguity) was particularly reduced in older participants. Note, however, that older
participants showed lower accuracy on both, spatial, t(202) ⫽
3.85, p ⬍ .05, and temporal, t(202) ⫽ 6.52, p ⬍ .05, dimensions,
also at early list positions. The increased primacy effect was
therefore due to disproportionately low performance at intermediate and late list positions, rather than to disproportionately high
primacy performance.
To see how training influenced this age-related difference, we
looked at the effect of training on temporal and spatial accuracy at
the three serial positions in younger and older adults. In line with
the analysis of mean differences, we observed a reliable interaction
between age, time, and context dimension, 2(1) ⫽ 8.77, p ⬍ .05,
reflecting the small size of the increase in temporal accuracy
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Figure 5. Serial position curves of spatial and temporal accuracy of younger and older adults are shown for (A)
pretest and (B) posttest. Performance at three serial positions is shown for younger and older participants at
pretest (C, E) and posttest (D, F) for spatial (C, D) and temporal (E, F) context dimension. Performance of
younger participants is depicted in gray and performance of older participants is depicted in black, such that the
difference between the two age groups can be taken from the gray area on top of each bar. Error bars denote ⫾1
standard error of the mean.
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among the older participants. This interaction, however, was not
further modulated by serial position, 2(2) ⬍ 1. Instead, we observed a reliable three way interaction of age, serial position, and
time, 2(2) ⫽ 6.793, p ⬍ .05. That is, irrespective of the context
dimension, we found a marginally stronger reduction in the primacy effect in younger than in older adults, ␤primacy ⫻ Time ⫻ age ⫽
⫺0.005, t ⫽ 2.37. Because accuracy at the early list positions
increased or remained constant in the young (see Figure 5c through
f), this effect can be attributed to greater increases in accuracy for
the intermediate and the last serial positions. The recency effect
did not vary by age and time, |t| ⬍ 1. Taken together, these results
extend the finding of age-related differences in improvements on
the temporal context dimension, showing that these improvements
originated particularly from intermediate serial positions.

Metric Errors
Figure 6 shows that the 95% confidence intervals of the mean
spatial and temporal distance did not overlap with the estimates
based on simulated data generated under the assumption of random
error responses or strategic random responses on both context
dimensions. Thus, younger and older participants committed errors
that were closer in time and space to correct responses than
expected by chance.
Looking at the difference between simulated and observed distances on the spatial dimension (Figure 6a), we found a significant
age effect, 2(1) ⫽ 37.67, p ⬍ .05, indicating that older participants’ error responses deviated less from random response levels
than younger participants’ responses. No further reliable effects
were observed, 2(1) ⬍ 4.5, p ⬎ .05.
In the temporal dimension, we again observed age-related differences in distance to correct responses (Figure 6b). These differences were paralleled by a strong age-related difference in
expected random displacement, which may reflect that younger
participants recalled the first and last items better than older

participants. Taking this difference into account, by using the
difference between the expected random and the observed temporal displacement as a dependent measure, we did not find any
reliable effects of age group or intervention, 2s(1) ⬍ 3.12, ps ⬎
0.05. In summary, these findings suggest that erroneous responding on both context dimensions carries information about the
original temporal or spatial coordinates of an item. Although age
groups differ in this respect on the spatial dimension, no agerelated differences were detected on the temporal dimension.

Discussion
The present results replicate and extend findings of age-related
decrements in temporal (Golomb et al., 2008; Kessels et al., 2007;
Li et al., 2010; Maylor et al., 1999) and spatial (Chalfonte &
Johnson, 1996; Cherry & Park, 1993; Kessels et al., 2007; Mitchell
et al., 2000; Naveh-Benjamin, 1987; Puglisi et al., 1985) context
memory. In contrast to previous direct comparisons of age-related
differences in these types of context memory (Kessels et al., 2007),
we observed larger age-related differences in performance for
temporal context than for spatial context. Extensive general cognitive training and practice on the memory task improved overall
performance. Younger adults gained more than older adults (see
also Baltes & Kliegl, 1992; Brehmer et al., 2007; Kliegl et al.,
1989; Li et al., 2008; Schmiedek, Lövdén, et al., 2010; Shing et al.,
2008; for reviews, see Lövdén, Bäckman, et al., 2010; Noack et al.,
2009). The smaller improvement in overall accuracy for the older
adults was mainly due to the absence of improvements on the
temporal dimension, whereas younger and older participants improved similarly on the spatial dimension of the task.
The pattern of age differences in improvement from practice
strongly suggests that the older adults were less able to simultaneously process both the temporal and spatial information of the
items. The analyses of the associations between the two dimensions within and across age groups over practice lend further

Figure 6. Spatial and temporal errors. (A) Observed and expected (simulated) mean Euclidean distances to
original position. Simulated 1 represent mean expectations based on a completely random guessing and
Simulated 2 represent mean expectations based on strategic guessing. (B) Absolute temporal position distance
and random expected temporal distance (simulated). Error bars denote ⫾1.96ⴱstandard error of the mean.
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support to this interpretation. Younger participants showed a positive correlation between the two dimensions, indicating that baseline performance on the two dimensions was positively linked, and
that performance improvements on the two dimensions moved in
concert. In stark contrast, the negative correlations between the
two dimensions in the group of older adults suggest that older
participants tended to focus on one dimension while ignoring the
other. These findings indicate that older participants, more than
younger participants, had problems encoding both context dimensions at the same time, retrieving them at the same time, or both.
This interpretation is in line with results obtained by Mitchell and
colleagues (2000), who found that memory was disproportionately
impaired in older adults relative to younger adults when participants were asked to recognize two isolated features (object ⫹
location) instead of one single feature.
The smaller practice-related gains for older adults in the temporal domain might be due to a preference of older adults to focus
on the spatial dimension of the task. Such a differential focus may
be driven by perceived differences in difficulty between the two
dimensions. Though previous findings do not support the notion
that temporal and spatial memory per se are differentially sensitive
to aging (Parkin et al., 1995; Vakil & Tweedy, 1994), differences
in processing demands posed by the two context domains may
make tasks or task dimensions that demand memory for temporal
context more difficult and more age-sensitive than tasks or task
dimensions that demand memory for spatial context. One potential
source for differences in age sensitivity between the two dimensions may relate to the kind of associations required. For the
temporal dimension, associations must be formed between the
items in the sequence. On the spatial dimension, context associations can be formed for each item independently. This difference
may have an effect particularly at retrieval, as the accuracy of
temporal-order decisions depends on prior and subsequent decisions (Polyn & Kahana, 2008; Ranganath, 2010), whereas the
accuracy of spatial decisions is less dependent on prior and subsequent decisions. It has been shown that older people have particular problems using temporal contiguity to aid retrieval in free
recall (Golomb et al., 2008; Kahana et al., 2002) and to reconstruct
series of objects in serial recall (Golomb et al., 2008). Probably for
this reason, age-related differences are particularly pronounced for
intermediate and recency portions of the serial position curve (Li
et al., 2010). This pattern was also observed in the present data.
The present results also appear to be consistent with the general
notion of an associative binding deficit in old age (Naveh-Benjamin,
2000; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008), as the proportion of entirely
correct trials to the number of trials, where one of the two dimensions
correctly recalled, was higher in younger adults than in older adults.
However, this evidence should be interpreted with caution. In freerecall paradigms, estimates of binding are dependent on performance
levels on the underlying context dimensions. Under the assumption of
independent representations of temporal (T) and spatial (S) context,
we would expect to observe a correct combination of the two with a
probability of p(T  S) ⫽ p(T) ⴱ p(S). Similarly, for changes on only
one dimension (e.g., S), we find ⌬p(T  S) ⫽ p(T) ⴱ (p2[S] ⫺ p1[S]).
That is, even if representations were independent, we would expect to
observe correct bindings. Likewise, in the context of age-related
differences in feature memory, we would expect age-related differences in correct feature combinations under the assumption of independent representations. Furthermore, it may not be sufficient to
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demonstrate equal performance levels for single-feature memory to
overcome this problem because simultaneous retrieval of multiple
features may induce additional age-related differences (Mitchell et al.,
2000). For these reasons, the estimates of binding performance in the
present study are open to alternative interpretations.
Temporally ordered decisions demand that the current state of
action must be continually updated as one moves through the series.
Neural correlates of memory updating and task management have
been identified in the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Miller & Cohen, 2001;
Smith & Jonides, 1999), suggesting that temporal context memory
might be particularly dependent on the PFC. In agreement with this
assertion, recent neuroimaging studies have revealed that the processing of interitem relations, such as on the temporal dimension, is
modulated by dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) activity, whereas
processing of item-specific context, such as on the present spatial
dimension, is not (Blumenfeld, Parks, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2011;
Hsieh et al., 2011; Ranganath, 2010). Specifically, several lesion
studies found that the dorsolateral (Kopelman et al., 1997), ventromedial (Szatkowska, Szymanska, & Grabowska, 2004), and orbitofrontal PFC (Duarte et al., 2010) were associated with deficits in
temporal-order processing but not with location processing (see also
Milner, Corsi, & Leonard, 1991; Petrides & Milner, 1982; Shimamura, Janowsky, & Squire, 1990). Similarly, Ekstrom and colleagues
(2011) reported a more domain-specific dissociation, with greater
prefrontal activation in a temporal than in a spatial retrieval task and
greater parahippocampal activation in the spatial than in the temporal
retrieval task. Temporal-order memory may thus impose greater demands on frontal lobe processing than spatial location processing
because temporal-order memory critically depends on the organization of interitem associations (Blumenfeld et al., 2011; Polyn &
Kahana, 2008; Ranganath, 2010). In line with this notion, Parkin and
colleagues (1995) found that temporal-order memory performance,
but not spatial location memory performance, correlated with behavioral measures of frontal lobe functioning in older adults (see also
Fabiani & Friedman, 1997). Older adults have been shown to have
particular deficits in tasks supposedly tapping the frontal lobes
(Braver et al., 2001; Craik et al., 2010; Lindenberger et al., in press;
West, 1996). Hence, age-related impairments may have been more
pronounced for the temporal-order than for the spatial-location dimension because the processing of temporal order depends to a
greater extent on the frontal lobes. In the same vein, the present results
also suggest that normal aging may affect plasticity for temporal
context memory more than plasticity for spatial location memory,
perhaps again due to compromised frontal lobe processing. Note,
however, that plasticity of frontal-lobe functions and structures is not
entirely lost in old age (Lövdén, Bodammer, et al., 2010; Schmiedek,
Lövdén, et al., 2010).
Finally, we extended the notion of partial source information
(Dodson et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 1993) to the analysis of
representations within single dimensions, assuming that representations of, for example, spatial locations have the form of probability distributions (Thurstone, 1927), which have a modal value
over the original value of an item, but also include neighboring
sites to some extent (see also Sanborn et al., 2010). If this idea
were valid, then we would expect to see a considerable proportion
of erroneous responses that are quite close to the original value.
Note, however, that this view does not preclude the possibility that
items are not encoded or retrieved successfully, which would then
lead to random responding. In agreement with this proposition, we
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found that participants’ erroneous responses were reliably more
accurate than what would have been expected based on a random
response model. Thus, it seems that participants knew more about
the location of objects than was suggested by strict accuracy
measures. Importantly, there was an age-related difference in the
level of randomness observed, with older participants being closer
to the level of expected random displacements on spatial accuracy.
The source of this difference is difficult to establish based on the
present data, as the difference between observed displacements
and expected random displacements may be determined by two
aspects: the dispersion of the representation and the level of failure
to encode or retrieve an item (see, e.g., Xu & Chun, 2009; Zhang
& Luck, 2008, for a similar account on working memory performance). Earlier studies have shown that older participants might
show deficits on both of these aspects (Noack et al., 2012), but the
present data do not allow us to separate these aspects.
Before concluding, we would like to remark on some limitations
of the present study. First, one limiting aspect of the present study
derives from the broadness of the training protocol. Participants
received training on a broad set of different tasks, and we cannot
exclude the possibility that the observed pattern of training gains
resulted from spillover effects from other trained tasks rather than
from the training of the object-memory task itself. Second, we did
not study age-related performance differences in spatial or temporal memory alone. It is therefore difficult to separate the effect of
potential age-related deficits in spatial and temporal memory alone
from the effect of age on parallel processing performance. Finally,
we framed our study in the conceptual context of episodic memory
(Tulving, 1983, 2002) because this concept emphasizes the associations between content, time, and space. In that sense, our
paradigm represents an exemplar of an episodic memory task. We
acknowledge, however, that the concept is going beyond the idea
of a tripartite representation system, implying, for example, autonoetic consciousness. Given that autonoetic consciousness was not
necessary to master our task successfully, generalizability of the
present results to other episodic memory tasks may be limited.
In summary, we observed larger age-related differences in performance for temporal context than for spatial context on a serial-order
object-location memory task. Younger adults gained more than older
adults from extensive general cognitive training and practice on this
task. This age-related difference was mainly due to the absence of
improvements on the temporal dimension for older adults. Younger
participants showed positive correlations between the two dimensions, indicating that baseline performance and improvements on
performance on both dimensions were, to some degree, integrated.
Importantly, the corresponding correlations among older adults were
negative, indicating that older participants tended to focus on one
dimension while ignoring the other. These results suggest that normal
aging impairs memory for temporal order to a greater extent than
memory for spatial location and compromises the ability to focus
simultaneously on both dimensions.
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